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• Think about your 
goals for the 
remainder of the 
school year.



#OneWord

• Think about your 
goals for the 
remainder of the 
school year.

• Now share with 
us one word to 
describe your 
hopes for the rest 
of the year.



• Presume positive intentions 
• Practice productive dialogue skills 
• Take care of self and others 
• Appropriate use of technology 
• Give yourself a break!

Collaborative Norms for Our 
Work



Supplies for today

Handouts: 

• Article - “Just In Time Support” 

Videos: 

• Pattern Growing Video 

Paper, pen/pencil, highlighter for article?, 
coffee/water, PATIENCE & FOCUS :)



Hopes & Dreams 

Quick Recap of Webinar #1 

Accurate Thinking & Initiation 

Building Student Independence



Quick Recap From 
Last Time



Learned Helplessness

Seligman defined 
learned 

helplessness as not 
trying to get out of a 

negative situation 
because the past 

has taught you that 
you are helpless.



Crucial Dimensions of 
Explanatory Style

Permanence: temporary or permanent 

Pervasiveness: specific or universal 

Personalization: Internal or External 
(Controllable vs. Not Controllable)

Causal Attribution



Article:  
Helping Anxious Students Move 

Forward

• Accurate Thinking 
• Initiation 
• Persistence 
• Help-Seeking



Four Needed Executive 
Functioning Skills

1. Accurate Thinking: 

The ability to look at an assignment and accurately 
judge its difficulty, the time it will take to complete, 
and one’s own ability to engage in and complete it.

From “Helping Anxious Students Move Forward”, ASCD Educational Leadership, 2018



Four Needed Executive 
Functioning Skills

2. Initiation: 

The ability to organize one’s thoughts and start 
engaging in a task.



Four Needed Executive 
Functioning Skills

3. Persistence: 

The ability to sustain effort, even when faced with a 
mistake or difficulty (perceived or real).



Four Needed Executive 
Functioning Skills

4. Help-Seeking: 

The ability to ask for help when difficulties arise (rather 
than avoid the task or feel defeated).  Also the ability to 
only ask for help when needed rather than just for 
reassurance.



Think of a student(s) you work with 
who exhibits learned helplessness
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1 minute personal 
reasoning time



Think of a student(s) you work with 
who exhibits learned helplessness

Think: What are the specific behaviors that you’ve 
seen from this student?

Think: Which of the following executive  functioning 
skills does this student appear to need to work on? 

Accurate Thinking 
Initiation 
Persistence 
Help-Seeking



Accurate Thinking & 
Initiation



Four Needed Executive 
Functioning Skills

1. Accurate Thinking: 

The ability to look at an assignment and accurately 
judge its difficulty, the time it will take to complete, 
and one’s own ability to engage in and complete it.

From “Helping Anxious Students Move Forward”, ASCD Educational Leadership, 2018



Accurate Thinking Strategies

• Have students rate the difficulty of an 
assignment before & after working on it


• Practice breaking an assignment into parts 
(a mixture of neutral, favorite, & harder 
things).  Have students categorize each 
part before working.



Accurate Thinking Strategies



Accurate Thinking Strategies



Accurate Thinking Strategies



Accurate Thinking Strategies



Accurate Thinking Strategies 
- Success!



Goal Setting: 
Get a Commitment

Student sets a specific, measurable outcome 
goal before starting a task 

Compares the actual outcome to the goal 

Idea is to develop the habit of setting reasonable 
goals and achieving them

from “Effective Behavioral Interventions” by Jim Wright, 2015



Think!  Then Share

What are some goals that 
might work for the student 
you’ve been thinking of?

1 minute personal reasoning time



Think!  Then Share

What are some goals that 
might work for the student 
you’ve been thinking of?



Schedule:  Increase 
Predictability

When students know the “content, duration, and/or 
consequences of future events”, their level of engagement 
rises and problem behaviors decline. 

Post a class schedule for each day with times, materials 
needed, & work structure. 

Be predictable about how you call on students, what you 
expect from students, etc… 

Give time limits/suggestions for each activity.



Four Needed Executive 
Functioning Skills

2. Initiation: 

The ability to organize one’s thoughts and start 
engaging in a task.



Initiation Strategies

• Preview the assignment with a student(s) 
before giving it in class.


• Break the work into smaller pieces and give 
only one part at a time


• For some students give an assignment with 
the first problems already completed.


• Use whiteboards and have lots of fresh copies 
of assignments so students can start over.





Reduce Perceived Task 
Difficulty

Teacher increases student engagement by 
reducing the apparent difficulty of a task while 
maintaining rigor 

Cheat sheets, Partner/group work, Breaking 
tasks into smaller chunks,  Access to internet or 
math apps



Article:  
Just In Time Support

3 Ideas to Try 
2 Concerns 
1 Possible 
Solution



Building Student 
Independence



Building Stamina For 
Independence

Determine baseline of tolerance and skills for 
independent work  

Intentionally teach independent work skills 

Gradually increase the level of input/output as 
they find success 

Gradually increase the time spent in productive 
struggle



Adjust & Adapt



Adjust & Adapt

How can we 
modify this 

inventory to 
better fit your 

classroom?

2 minutes personal reasoning time



Adjust & Adapt

How can we 
modify this 

inventory to 
better fit your 

classroom?



Building Stamina for 
Independence



Building Stamina for 
Independence



Work Break:  Available On 
Request

Choice of break 

Routine method to communicate need for break 

Clear guidelines for duration of break and 
acceptable behaviors during break



Change the idea of what it 
means to do well in class

Think, Try, Revise, Think, Try, Revise, Think, Try, Revise…Learning 
takes time and mistakes! 

Share your ideas even if you know they are not correct.  Non-
examples are important too. 

Listen carefully to the thinking of other students and ask questions 
about their thinking. 

Always try to think of different ways to work on a problem. 

Try to represent the problem in multiple ways..concrete, pictorial, 
abstract, story problem.



Brainstorm

Think:  What does it 
mean to do well in your 
class?

1 minute personal reasoning time



Brainstorm

Share:  What does it 
mean to do well in your 
class?



Metacognition

Help students keep tabs on their own thinking and learning…
have them write and reflect on their understanding and points 
of confusion 

Make certain students know the progression of learning/
understanding so that they can monitor their progress towards 
learning goals. 

Be explicit about the intent of assignments…connect to prior 
learning, reinforce certain concepts, practice skills, etc…

“Building Students’ Noncognitive Skills”, D. Harshbarger, 2018



Open Up the Learning 

Separate learning from knowing an answer 

Sense-making vs.  Answer-getting 

Start with a task that doesn’t have a correct 
answer



Start with Something Visual







Dot Images



Dot Images



Dot Images







Connect the Learning 

Use problems that allow students to own the 
power of their existing knowledge. 

Build on what students already know and have 
instincts for.



Place-Based Questions 
Building oN what Students Know

If the average rate of 
erosion of Alaska’s coast 
in Wales is 10.5 ft/yr, 
how long before this 
playground equipment is 
not usable?



Place-Based Questions 
Building on what Students Know

How many US 
pennies would it 
take to make a 
model of an 
average salmon?



Place-Based Questions 
Building on what Students Know



Group Share

What are some open 
and/or place-based 
problems that you 

could use with students 
in your classroom?



Increasing Student Control

Provide choices to students 

Gather & use input from 
students 

Be aware of the perception 
of control/power in your 
classroom



Attributional Retraining

Explicitly teach students 
to view academic events 
as controllable. 

Practice giving specific 
reasons for successes & 
failures. 

Value strategies used by 
students to help counter 
negative thoughts.



Thank you!

Email:  
bobbijoerb@icloud.com

mailto:bobbijoerb@icloud.com

